Introduction
Movies constitute a large portion of the entertainment industry, as over 9.000 hours of video are released every year [4] . As the bandwidth available to users increases, online movie stores -the equivalent of popular digital music stores -are emerging, providing the users an opportunity to build large personal movie repositories. The convenience of digital movie repositories will be in doubt, unless multimedia data management is employed for organizing, navigating, browsing, searching, and viewing multimedia content. Semantic content-based video indexing and annotation offer a promising solution for the efficient digital movie management.
Semantic video indexing aims at extracting, characterizing, and organizing video content by analyzing the visual, aural, and textual information sources of video. The need for content-based audiovisual analysis has been realized by the MPEG committee, leading to the creation of the MPEG-7 standard [1]. The current approaches for automatic movie analysis and annotation mostly focus on the visual information, while the audio information receives little or no attention. However, the integration of the audio information with the visual one can improve semantic movie content analysis.
The predominant approach to semantic movie analysis is to initially extract some low-level audiovisual features (such as color and texture from the video or energy and pitch from the audio), derive some mid-level entities (such as video shots, keyframes, appearance of faces and audio classes), and finally understand video semantic content by analyzing and combining these entities. A hierarchical video indexing structure is displayed in Figure 2 .1.
Movie analysis aims at obtaining a structured organization of the movie content and understanding its embedded semantics like humans do. It has been handled in different ways, depending on the analysis level and the assumptions on the film syntax described in Section 2.2. Most movie analysis efforts concentrate on movie scene or shot detection, while other works focus on the separation of dialogue and non-dialogue scenes. Several efforts have been made for dialogue scene detection, [29] ). some efforts have concentrated to action scene detection, and limited work has also been performed for movie genre categorization.
In this chapter, we put emphasis on the detection of dialogue and action scenes in a video sequence using visual and audio cues. Dialogue and action scenes can be interpreted as high-level semantic features that are appropriate for inclusion in more sophisticated organization, browsing, and retrieval techniques applied to movies and television programs. Their successful detection provides significant semantic information for the video sequence and it is especially useful for managing certain classes of video content. For instance, a dialogue detection system can enrich a generic video retrieval/browsing system enabling the detection and retrieval of scenes where a dialogue is taking place. In conjunction with face or speaker identification methods, it can also be able to identify the scenes where two (or more) particular persons are conversing. Furthermore, a quantitative comparison between the duration of dialogue scenes and the duration of non-dialogue scenes in a movie can be used for movie genre classification. As far as action scene detection is concerned, it can be applied to a film summarization system, where users can quickly and easily browse the content of a film. Dialogue and action scenes follow specific patterns, concerning their constituent shots, that makes their detection in a video sequence feasible.
The main aim of this chapter is to review the research related to dialogue and action scene detection in order to assess qualitatively and quantitatively the various methods. These methods can be broadly classified as video-only, audio-only, or audiovisual ones. A second classification distinguishes them to deterministic methods and probabilistic ones.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, the basic principles of film structure and video editing rules for constructing dialogue and action scenes are discussed. The most commonly employed figures of merit are described in Section 2.3, along with the datasets utilized in movie analysis literature. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 review the basic principles and state-of-the-art algorithms for visual-only, audio-only, and audiovisual dialogue-action scene detection, respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section 2.6.
Film Syntax Basics
A movie or television program can be divided into shots and scenes. A shot is defined as a single continuous camera recording, whereas a scene consists of a concatenation of shots, which are temporally and spatially cohesive in the real world, however not necessarily cohesive in the projection of the real world on film [3, 12] . Rasheed gives a similar definition, stating that similar shots of a movie must be combined in order to form a scene or a story unit [42] . The notion of computable scenes (c-scenes) is proposed to characterize scenes that can be reliably computed using only lowlevel features [46] . They are derived by fusing information from audio and visual boundary detectors. Another term that has been proposed is the logical story unit (LSU) which is a high-level temporal movie segment characterized by a single event (dialog, action scene). The LSU segmentation is based on the investigation of visual information and its temporal variations in a video sequence. A movie can be modeled as a sequence of states and events organized in space and time by creating a state graph representing the film story [47] . As far as dialogues are concerned, a dialogue scene can be defined as a set of consecutive shots, which contain conversations of people [3, 22] . In Figure 2 .2, frames from shots broadly employed in dialogue scenes are depicted. In such a scene, the persons who participate in the dialogue will be present either one at a time ( In general, a dialogue scene includes a significantly repetitious structure of shots that depict the dialogue participants. However, a dialogue scene might include shots that do not contain any conversation or do not even depict a dialogue participant. For example, shots of other persons or objects might be inserted in the dialogue scene. In addition, the shot of the speaker may depict the rear view of his head. Evidently, these shots add to the complexity of the dialogue detection problem. According to Chen, the elements of a dialogue scene are: the people, the conversation, and the location where the dialogue takes place [9] . The basic shots in a 2-person dialogue scene are: Type A shot: Shot of actor A's face. Type B shot: Shot of actor B's face. Type C shot: Shot with both faces visible. Type # shot: Shot displaying something relevant to the dialogue, or not covered by the 3 previous types of shots.
Lehane states that usually in a 2-person dialogue, an A-B-A-B structure of camera shots exists [25] . Moreover, the camera must remain fixed on the focus of interest.
The most widely used dialogue scene convention is the concept of the ½ ¼ AE line. The line is set up at the start of the scene, and is typically followed in the remainder of the scene so that viewers can follow the action. Generally, this means that the camera must remain on the same side of the characters, as illustrated in Figure 2 Concerning film syntax for action sequences, Lehane mentions that it is a general concept meant to keep the audience's attention at all times [24] . The objective of the director is to excite the viewer by a rapid succession of shots, strong movement within shots, and variation in the length of shots. Pans, tilts, and zooms are used to follow characters moving within shots. According to Chen, the rules governing the actor arrangement and camera placement in simple action scenes are the same to those for producing simple dialogue scenes, even though in action scenes actors move rapidly and cameras follow the actors [9] .
A 2-person dialogue scene, from the audio point of view, can be defined as a proper alternation between two speakers [22] . Dialogues in an audio framework can be detected by using the cross-correlation function between the speaker indicator functions or their respective cross-power spectra. A set of recognizable dialogue acts, according to semantic content, based on audio analysis, is proposed in [23] :
In contrast with dialogue scenes, the audio channel in an action scene usually consists of less speech and more environmental sounds or music [10] . The soundtrack of an action scene is chosen in a way to create tension and suspense to the viewers. It is much different than the soundtrack of a dialogue scene, where, if music accompanies the dialogue, it is discrete and unobtrusive. Hence, action scenes exhibit a higher audio energy due to tense music, explosions, people fights, etc. A more detailed description of the basic principles of film syntax can be found in [7, 8] .
Figures of merit and movie datasets
The most commonly used figures of merit in dialogue and action scene detection experiments are recall (Ê), precision (È ), and ½ measure, defined as
Hits are defined as correctly detected dialogue or action scenes. False alarms should not have been detected as dialogue/action scenes, but are nevertheless detected as such. Misses are defined as scenes that should have been identified as dialogue/action scenes, but were not. Other performance metrics used for the evaluation of dialogue/action scene detection algorithms are the hit rate, the miss rate, and the false hit rate [36] . The authors employing these figures of merit, argue that scene determination is equivalent to eliminating the shot boundaries which do not correspond to scene boundaries. The hit rate is the ratio of correctly eliminated shot boundaries plus the correctly detected scene boundaries over the number of all shot boundaries. The miss rate is the ratio of missed scene boundaries to the number of all shot boundaries. The false hit rate determines the ratio of falsely detected scene boundaries to the number of all shot boundaries. Finally, Alatan et al [2, 3, 4] employ the shot accuracy measure, which is defined as the ratio of correct shot assignments to the total number of shots. The movies and TV shows used for dialogue and action scene detection are listed in Table 2 .1. It should be noted that there is no common database used for dialogue and action scene detection experiments.
Visual-only and Audio-only Dialogue and Action Scene Detection
In this section, a review of the recent advances in dialogue and action scene detection techniques, using only the visual information or the aural one, will be undertaken. The features extracted from the video and audio are described, selected algorithms are examined, and their results are presented and discussed.
The proposed approaches for dialogue and action scene detection can be classified into two main categories: deterministic and probabilistic ones. Deterministic techniques exploit the repetitive structure exhibited by visually similar shots that are temporally close to each other [5, 9, 22, 24, 25, 36, 46] , whereas probabilistic techniques use Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). To assign semantically meaningful scenes to model states. The video content is segmented into dialogue or action scenes using the state transitions of the HMM [19, 49] . 
Deterministic Approaches
The deterministic approaches to visual-only or audio-only dialogue and action scene detection are based on the extraction of low-level features such as color, motion, texture, silence ratio, and audio energy. Shots which exhibit similar attributes and are temporally close to one another are clustered together. The presence of a dialogue scene is revealed by a repetitious structure of similar shots or a repetitive change of speakers. However, errors emerge in methods where only low-level information is used. A scene simply exhibiting a repetitive shot structure could be classified as a dialogue scene. Furthermore, errors might appear when a speaker dominates the dialogue and the other participants are less frequently shown. Hence, most recent methods include post-processing steps in order to eliminate the errors and improve their performance. For action scene detection, dialogue detection is extended by employing the average shot length and measuring motion activity.
In [46] , dialogues are detected by exploiting the local topology of an image sequence and employing statistical tests. A topological framework examining the local metric relationships between images is introduced. The analysis assumes that each shot in the video is represented by a single keyframe. The topological graph Ì Î of a sequence of Ã images is a fully connected graph with vertices being the video sequence images and edges specifying the metric relationship between the images. Let Ì Å Ì be the Ã ¢ Ã adjacency matrix of Ì . An ideal dialogue is a structure, where every ¾ Ò keyframe is alike, while adjacent keyframes differ. In such a case, Ì Å Ì contains ones in the 1st off-diagonal elements, zeros in the 2nd off-diagonal elements, ones in the 3rd off-diagonal elements, and so forth. The following periodic analysis transform ¡´Òµ is proposed to identify the aforementioned structure in a sequence of AE shot keyframes. If Ó , ¾ ¼ AE ½ , is a time-ordered sequence of keyframes, then
where ´µ is a color histogram-based distance function. The system detects dialogues by determining whether ¡´¾µ ¡´½µ and ¡´¾µ ¡´¿µ are statistically significant decisions. The dialogue detection algorithm is applied using a sliding window in the entire video sequence. Experiments performed in three movies (cf. Table 2 .1) have produced a recall rate between 80% and 91% at a precision rate fluctuating between 84% and 100%. However, the system under discussion is operating at its full potential only when the dialogue exhibits a periodic structure.
In [5] , shot interactivity is introduced, expressing how actively shots in a particular time segment relate to one another. The algorithm is based on the observation of the repetitive appearances of similar shots. Similar shots are determined with respect to the characteristics of the included frames, such as the color histogram and the luminance layout of mosaic picture [6] . Dialogue scenes are identified by clustering groups of neighboring shots whose shot interactivity exceeds a threshold. Two parameters, dialogue density AE, which expresses the sum of shot durations, and dialogue velocity Ú, which expresses how frequently the speakers change, are defined:
where is the duration of shot , and « is a binary variable which admits the value 1, when shot contains a dialogue in the shot range « ℄. The shot interactivity from shot « to shot , is the product of AE « and Ú « , which increases either with the increase of the length of shots which include a dialogue or when frequent transitions between the speakers occur. Experiments were conducted in 4 news shows and 3 variety shows. On average, the recall rate for news programs was 86% and the corresponding precision was 94%. For variety shows, both rates were found to be 100%.
In [25] , a dialogue detection system is described, that employs low and mid-level visual features. The system is depicted in Figure 2 .4. The first level of the system involves the processing of low-level visual data, determining the shot boundaries and the motion present within each shot of a video sequence. Histogram-based shot boundary detection is applied in order to extract keyframes, whereas the motion extraction block employs the motion vectors exported from the MPEG-1 bitstream. In the second level of the system, visually similar shots that are temporally close are clustered together. The clustering method is based on the difference of the average color histogram between the shot keyframes [51] . At the same level, camera motion analysis is performed determining if significant motion is present in a shot. In the third level of the system, dialogue detection is performed. First, potential dialogue sequences (PDS) are identified solely from the camera motion analysis output. Hence, when a number of consecutive static shots is encountered, a PDS is declared. When non-static shots begin to dominate over the static ones, the PDS ends. After having identified all PDS, a further processing step is applied in order to verify whether these scenes are indeed dialogue scenes or not. This process involves the calculation of the so-called cluster to shot ratio ( Ë) in the PDS, which determines the percentage of visually unrelated shots in the PDS.
Ë ratio is simply the number of clusters that have shots within the PDS to the total number of shots in the PDS. The authors argue that a low Ë ratio is consistent with a dialogue scene, since it reveals a repetitive structure of similar shots. Five movies with a total of 171 manually marked-up dialogues were used to evaluate system performance (cf. Table 2 .1). Scenes marked as a dialogue by the authors were sequences of five or more shots containing at least two people conversing, where the main focus of the sequence is conversation. For instance, two people conversing in the middle of a car chase would not apply to that rule, as the main focus is considered to be in the chase. The average recall and precision rates were 86% and 77.8%, respectively. However, as the authors state, an improvement in the exact start and end points of the dialogues is necessary.
The same authors have extended the work in [25] by proposing a similar configuration for detecting action sequences in movies, where the final level of the system differs [24] . The detection of action sequences is performed by using a state machine that was created to search for sequences that match the structure of action scenes. In particular, the state machine looks for sequences in which temporally short shots with high motion activity are dominant. These potential action sequences (PAS) are either accepted or rejected as being true action sequences based on the clustering input. The authors consider that an action scene should lead to a quite high Ë ratio. For this reason, they apply to the Ë ratio an empirically chosen threshold.
Experiments were performed on 4 movies (cf. Table 2 .1), and the reported recall and precision rates exceeded 80% and 40%, respectively.
Chen andÖzsu proposed a rule based model to extract simple dialogue and action scenes instead of clustering shots into scenes using image features [9] . The rules utilized the four types of shots defined in Section 2.2, which determine whether participants' faces in a 2-person dialogue scene are visible in the shot or not and define what type of shot may follow an A, B, or C-type shot. Based on these rules, a finite state machine (FSM) was developed, being able to extract simple (2-person) dialogue or one-on-one fighting scenes. More specifically, a small number of consecutive shots, used to establish a dialogue scene, was characterized as elementary dialogue scene. The authors empirically identified 18 different types of elementary dialogue scenes. The concept of a video shot string (VSS) is introduced, in order to represent the temporal occurrence of the different shot types in a video sequence. A VSS is a set of video shots whose types belong to one of the four video shot types defined in Section 2.2. A VSS of a dialogue scene (VSSDS) is defined as a VSS whose prefix is the one for the elementary dialogue scenes expanded by appending some of the three types of shots that include the faces of the dialogue participants. An elementary dialogue scene ending with a shot A can be expanded by appending either shot B or C. An elementary dialogue scene with no additional shots appended to it is classified as a VSSDS as well. In order to extract VSSDS, the VSS is input to a deterministic FSM. A dialogue scene is extracted when a path corresponding to a VSSDS is encountered. The differentiation between dialogue and action scenes was based on the average shot length in a scene, considering that the average shot length in action scenes is smaller than that in dialogue scenes. Experiments were conducted in 3 movies for the dialogue detection system and 2 movies for the action detection (cf. Table 2 .1). The movies were first segmented into shots and the actor appearances were manually marked and used as input to the FSM. For the three movies, the dialogue scene detection algorithm exhibited a recall rate equal to 96.6%, 90.51%, and 97.28% at precision rate of 89.47%, 80.52%, and 91.79%, respectively. Correspondingly, the action scene detection algorithm had a recall rate equal to 84% and 81.6%, at a precision rate of 84%, 76.56%, respectively.
In [36] , a technique for clustering shots into settings or dialogues is described. The dialogue scenes are considered to have alternating shots of the participants, with only one character displayed at any given time, in frontal view. A face detector [44] and a face classification method are also employed. Faces in neighboring frames which exhibit similarity in position and size are assigned to groups called face-based classes. In a second step, face-based classes with similar faces within the same shot are merged by the eigenfaces [35] , in order to obtain the largest possible face-based classes. A sequence of at least three consecutive shots is identified as a dialogue when the following conditions apply. At least one face-based class should be present in each shot, being no more than 1 s apart from its neighbor. Additionally, the eigenface merged face-based classes should alternate within the shot sequence. Experiments performed in two movies for the determination of dialogue scene boundaries yielded hit rates equal to 80% and 86%, miss rates equal to 7% and 4%, and false hit rates 13% and 10%, respectively.
In [22] , dialogue detection using audio-only information is presented. Each speaker is characterized by an indicator function. It is demonstrated that a dialogue scene should have a high correlation between pairs of indicator functions. The features utilized are the cross-correlation of indicator functions, and their respective cross-power spectra. Experiments were performed in 6 movies, exhibiting a precision rate of 100% at a recall rate of 85.7%, yielding an ½ measure of 0.922.
Probabilistic Approaches
In addition to the deterministic approaches, probabilistic ones using HMMs have been proposed and implemented for the efficient characterization of dialogue scenes [40, 41] . The design of an HMM consists in defining its states, specifying its topology, and determining the parameters at each state. Then, the HMM parameters are computed using the Baum-Welch algorithm and the best state sequence for a given input is determined using the Viterbi algorithm.
HMMs were used by Ferman and Tekalp for extracting the semantic content of a video sequence [19] . The HMM models the time-varying structure of a video sequence. It is characterized in terms of its component shots, as depicted in Figure 5 (a) and is used to classify each shot of the sequence into one among three categories represented by HMM states. The Dialogue state represents self-repetitive shots that reoccur over a temporal window, while the Progression state encompasses the shots introducing new camera setups. The Misc state accounts for miscellaneous entries, not included in the two other states. The HMM used to model the dialogue state is illustrated in Figure 5 Each shot of the video sequence is characterized by a single feature vector given as input to the HMMs. The necessary features include the normalized distance of the median histograms of two successive shots, the normalized pixel differences between the last frame of a shot and the first frame of its immediate successor, and the normalized distance between the direction histograms of the last few frames of a shot and the first few frames of its neighbor. The direction histogram is comprised from the orientations of the individual motion vectors. Furthermore, shot duration, shot activity, as well as shot transition type (cut, fade or dissolve) are incorporated in the feature vector. After the feature vectors are computed for each shot, the Baum-Welch algorithm is employed in order to train the HMMs, and shot labeling is performed using the Viterbi algorithm. 
Reference
Recall Precision ½ Aoki (dialogue detection -news) [5] 86.0% 94.0% 0.898 Aoki (dialogue detection -variety) [5] 100.0% 100.0% 1.000 Chen et al. (dialogue detection) [9] 94.8% 87.4% 0.909 Chen et al. (action scene detection) [9] 82 The results achieved for visual dialogue detection techniques we have reviewed, are summarized in Table 2 .2. When the authors provide results for each movie or TV program separately, the average results, measured over the total number of dialogue and action scenes in all movies, have been included in Table 2. 2. In addition, we have computed the ½ metric for all the methods described.
Audiovisual Dialogue and Action Scene Detection
In this section, methods are discussed, which exploit both the video and audio information, for efficient detection of dialogue and action scenes. Some methods are extensions of those described in Section 2.4, incorporating the information contained in both the video and the audio channels. The techniques for audiovisual dialogue and action scene detection are classified as deterministic [10, 26, 29, 53] and probabilistic [4, 2, 3, 28, 50] , like in Section 2.4. While the deterministic methods usually cluster consecutive shots by utilizing appropriate measures, most probabilistic approaches use HMMs representing the semantic events in their states. The deterministic meth-ods are presented in Section 2.5.1, whereas the probabilistic methods are described in Section 2.5.2.
Deterministic Approaches
Dialogue detection using audiovisual cues is performed in [29] , where three types of events are identified: 2-speaker dialogues, multiple-speaker dialogues, and hybrid events, which are defined as events containing less speech and more visual action. The framework proposed by Li is depicted in Figure 2 .6. At first, shot detection is employed using a color histogram-based method [27] . Visually related shots, that are close to each other, are grouped into shot sinks. The similarity between two shots is determined by the Euclidean distance or the histogram intersection between the color histograms of the two shot keyframes. Fig. 2.6 . Movie analysis framework proposed by Li (adapted from [29] ).
In the next stage, each sink is assigned into one of three predefined classes: periodic, partly-periodic, and nonperiodic. The categorization of each sink is based on the so-called shot repetition degree, which is determined by the distance between each pair of neighboring shots. Therefore, a distance sequence is determined for each sink. Intuitively, a distance sequence corresponding to a periodic class would exhibit a smaller standard deviation than the one belonging to a nonperiodic class. The -means algorithm is employed to group all sinks into the 3 classes based on the distance sequences characteristics.
All the temporally overlapping sinks are grouped into one event. During the event grouping procedure, a boundary between two events is declared, when a progressive scene appears that consists of some sequential, nonrepetitive shots. The events extracted are organized into 2-speaker dialogues, multiple-speaker dialogues, and hybrid events based on the number of periodic, partly-periodic, and nonperiodic shot sinks included in the event. In addition, two more features are computed for each event in order to validate the aforementioned classification: the event length, which should exceed a certain threshold, and the temporal variance, which is defined as the average variance of the color histogram of all shots within the event. The temporal variance indicates the amount of motion included in an event.
In order to reduce the errors inherent in the deterministic approaches, a postprocessing step is included, where audio and face characteristics are incorporated. 5 audio features, namely the short-time energy, short-time average zero-crossing rate, fundamental frequency, energy band ratio, and silence ratio are extracted. A rulebased heuristic procedure incorporating these audio features is performed, aiming at classifying the shots into one of the following classes: silence, speech, music, and environmental sounds. An event is confirmed as a dialogue, if at least 40% of its shots contain speech. The facial analysis includes the detection of frontal faces. A simple face tracking system is employed, that retains only the faces appearing in several consecutive frames. A 2-speaker dialogue is considered as not having more than one face in most of its component shots. Hence, when more faces are detected it is relabeled as multiple-speaker dialogue. The system was evaluated with encouraging results in three movies, containing 80 events in total. When audio and facial cues were integrated, the false alarms were eliminated, yielding a precision rate of 100%, and a recall rate higher than 83% in all movies. However, the amount of heuristic rules and employed thresholds requires a large validation set in addition to the test set in order to experimentally verify the rules and the corresponding thresholds associated to the rules. A deterministic FSM for classifying video scenes is employed in [53] . 3 different categories of scenes are identified: conversation, suspense, and action. The proposed method exploits the structural information of the scenes based on shot motion and audio energy as well as mid-level features, i.e., person identity based on face detection [48] . The weighted sum of the extracted low-level features constitutes the activity intensity parameter, which is considered to admit low values in conversation scenes. The activity intensity parameter is used as an input to the FSM. The other input, person identity, stems from the face detection process. The middle frame of each shot is selected as its keyframe and the face detector is applied, which is expanded in order to include the torso of the detected person. The similarity between two shots is measured by the color histogram intersection between the detected bodies. The shots are then clustered based on the body similarity using the -means algorithm. Fig. 2.8 . FSM for action scene. L -low activity intensity; H -high activity intensity; S, 1st, 2nd -pre-state values to determine which transition should be taken from start 'Non-action'; Any -any shot (adapted from [53] ).
The FSM for classifying conversational scenes is shown in Figure 2 .7. The character having the largest cluster is denoted as Primary Speaker and the character with the second largest cluster is the Secondary Speaker. The transitions of the FSM are determined from the feature values of the shots in the scene. The state Accept of the FSM is reached and a Conversation scene is declared, when there are at least two main speakers with more than three appearances in the scene. Similar structures are proposed for the FSMs defining the other types of scenes. The FSM for classifying action scenes is depicted in Figure 2 .8. To classify a scene as an action scene, the scene must contain a certain number of shots with action intensity greater than a defined threshold level. The FSMs for conversational, suspense, and action scene detection have been tested in a number of movies and TV shows, where a total of 35 conversational, 16 suspense, and 33 action scenes were included. The dialogue scene detection method yielded a recall rate of 94.3% and a precision rate of 97.1%. The precision and recall rates for the suspense scenes were 100% and 93.7%, respectively, whereas the action scenes exhibited precision and recall rates equal to 91.4% and 97%, respectively.
Lehane et al. extended their work [25] described in Section 2.4, by incorporating audio analysis [26] . Low-level audio features are extracted: high zero-crossing rate, silence ratio and short-time energy. A filter determines if an audio clip contains only silence by using the silence ratio and the short-time energy. Afterwards, in order to detect the presence of speech or music, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) that uses the zero crossing rate and the silence ratio is employed. Audio information is fed to an audio-only FSM and color and motion information is input to a video-only FSM. The output of the two FSMs is combined in order to classify the scenes. The combined system delivered a recall rate of 96.5% and a precision rate of 81.33%. The average precision using the combined audio and visual system is 3% lower than the average precision of the visual system, but there is a 12.5% improvement in recall. However, the performance evaluation assumed that a correct decision was taken when either only a part of the dialogue sequence was identified or a manually marked dialogue scene was split into two separate conversations.
Chen et al. have also extended their work [9] to dialogue and action scene extraction by incorporating audio cues in their system presented in Section 2.4 in order to improve accuracy [10] . The underlying model is an FSM coupled with audio features that are determined using an audio classifier. The audio features employed are the zero-crossing rate variance, the silence ratio, and the harmonic ratio. An SVM is trained to classify the audio channel as either speech with environmental sound or music encountered in dialogue scenes or as environmental sound mixed with music encountered in action scenes. Hence, if the audio channel of a scene has more speech segments than enviromental/music segments, then the corresponding scene will be considered as a dialogue scene. The experiments performed in 2 movies (cf. Table  2 .1). The dialogue scenes exhibited a recall rate equal to 96.60% and 90.51% for the 2 movies respectively, whereas the corresponding precision rates were 93.4% and 86.11%. The recall rate for action scenes was 100% in both movies and the precision rates were 86% and 81.08%, respectively.
Probabilistic Approaches
An approach for multi-modal dialogue detection using HMMs has been proposed by Alatan et al. [4, 2, 3] . Each shot is classified into speech, silence, or music based on the audio content and at the same time face occurrences and location changes are detected by analyzing the video content. Face analysis is limited to declaring the existence or not of a face in the shot, whereas the location analysis uses histogrambased methods. Each shot is assigned a token based on the analysis of the audiovisual features, i.e. 'SFC' for silence, face existence and location change. The tokens are used to identify dialogue scenes. More specifically, they are used as input, in order to obtain the state sequence that is most likely to have generated that sequence of tokens. At the output of the HMM, each shot of the input sequence is labeled according to the type of scene that best fits it. The block diagram of the system is depicted in Figure 2 (Figure 2 .10b) has only two states, the dialogue scene and the non-dialogue scene. The left-to-right topology requires the knowledge of the number of scenes in the content as a prerequisite; hence, its practical use is in doubt, since this information is not usually available a priori. The HMMs are trained by a video data set to determine the state-transition probabilities. Two TV sitcoms and one movie were used to compare the two different HMM topologies. The ground truth was obtained by manually assigning every shot to a scene type (establishing, dialogue and transitional, or dialogue non-dialogue), depending on the HMM topology. Furthermore, the audio-visual features, used to produce the tokens, were also manually obtained. The system performance was evaluated using the shot accuracy measure. The left-to-right topology performed better compared to its circular counterpart, obtaining a shot accuracy measure for each video sequence equal to 92%, 98%, 99% against 71%, 82%, 94% respectively. It is worth mentioning that the input data in the left-to-right topology had to be manually pre-segmented, so that they contained one establishing scene, one dialogue scene and one transitional scene. Otherwise, it is not possible to use the left-to-right topology. Obviously, this process is not feasible in practice.
As a next step, different observation and training sets are applied to the circular topology, in order to further examine its performance. In addition to the shot accuracy measure, a scene accuracy measure was introduced, which was defined as the ratio of correct scene assignments to the total number of scenes being either dialogue or non-dialogue ones. Three different sets of observation symbols were used, audio only, audio and face, and audio, face, and location. These different data sets were also tested for different training data. The best results (scene accuracy around 91%) were obtained when face and audio were the observed features. The location change detection had no impact or even negative impact to the system. Furthermore, when the training data were not included in the test data, the system performance decreased considerably. Additionally, the system was unable to distinguish between dialogue and monologue scenes, since it does not incorporate any information about the occurrences of the detected face, i.e., if a face has appeared before in the sequence.
Another work on movie scene segmentation was performed by Yaşaroǧlu et al. [50] . In particular, an algorithm for automatic multimedia content summarization by segmenting a video into semantic scenes using HMMs was proposed. Two different content types with different properties are defined: dialogue-driven content and action-driven content. Several visual and audio descriptors are extracted, such as face detection descriptors using simple heuristics in the YUV color space and audio features including the zero-crossing rate and the autocorrelation function. In addition, location change analysis is performed using a windowed histogram comparison method. Finally, frame motion vectors are analyzed for detecting motion activity. The variance of magnitudes of these vectors is calculated for each frame and variances are averaged for each shot. The HMM, which has a 2-state topology (the states are labeled as "Dialogue" and "Non-dialogue"), is trained using the Baum-Welch algorithm and the above low-level features as input. Experiments were performed on TV series and family movies yielding recall and precision rates 95% and 80%, respectively.
The results obtained by the reviewed deterministic and probabilistic audiovisual dialogue detection methods are summarized in Table 2 .3, along with the performance measure used. [3] 0.82
Conclusions
As the amount of multimedia content available in the web, broadcast data streams or personal collections grows exponentially, multimedia data management becomes an indispensable tool for efficient and user-friendly browsing and retrieval of such data. Dialogue and action scene detection techniques aim at segmenting a video into semantically meaningful units with respect to this particular semantic concept, i.e., the existence or not of a dialogue or an action scene in movies or TV programs. This process can lead to a more sophisticated navigation, browsing and searching of the video document. Low and mid-level features, extracted from visual and audio analysis, are exploited. The predominant approach is to classify temporally close shots that demonstrate similar low level features and search for repetitive shot patterns. However, this strategy may cause semantically unrelated shots to be clustered together, based on their "low-level similarity". In addition, visually dissimilar shots that are commonly inserted in semantically coherent scenes, introduce a non-deterministic nature to these scenes. Hence, statistical models, employing HMMs, have also been applied. It has been observed that techniques integrating visual and audio information, using either low or mid-level features, yield more accurate dialogue and action scene detection than classifiers that employ video only or audio only information. In addition, probabilistic techniques exhibit improved performance over deterministic classifiers.
Generally speaking, limited research has been performed in the field of dialogue and action scene detection. In addition, a universal and commonly accepted definition of a "dialogue scene" or an "action scene" does not exist, and most authors introduce their own perspective. Nor does a common, annotated database for the performance evaluation of the proposed methods exists; every method is tested in a different relatively small data set, where the ground truth is subjectively defined. Hence, the comparison of the presented results can not lead to a safe conclusion. In general, dialogue and action scene detection are promising techniques for the segmentation of a video document into semantically meaningful units, but much work remains to be done in order to devise robust and efficient methods.
Thus, the creation of a common annotated database for scene analysis and dialogue detection experiments that would enable comparative evaluation of different methods is necessary. This database could include the movies and TV shows enlisted in Table 2 .1. A standardization of the experimental protocols and figures of merit will also help to establish a common ground for method comparison and evaluation.
